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Abstract. The photodeflection method is able to characterize the propa-
gation losses in optical waveguides. The theory of the transverse con-
figurations in air and in situ is reviewed. The procedure to determine the
propagation loss coefficient is widely discussed. The experimental re-
sults on two different Ti:LiNbO3 and glass channel waveguides are in
good agreement with theory. © 1997 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
gineers.
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1 Introduction

Optical waveguides are the basic components for the fabri-
cation of most integrated optical devices such as modula-
tors, filters, and sensors. The determination of the attenua-
tion coefficient of the optical power traveling in the guide,
which depends on the propagation losses~i.e., absorption,
scattering! is one of the most important characterizations. A
number of different methods have been developed in the
past. The main idea, common to several techniques, is to
calculate the propagation losses starting from the decay, in
the direction of propagation, of any signal~thermal, optical,
electrical! proportional to the guided light intensity~sliding
prism,1 pyroelectric,2 and out-of-plane scattered light3

methods!. Other techniques enable one to estimate losses
by measuring the quantity of heat generated in the sample
~calorimetric4 method! or by measuring the width of the
fringes of the optical resonator5–7 obtained by polishing the
waveguide endfaces. Recently a new method based on the
photodeflection~PD! effect has been proposed and used.8

In general the PD technique analyzes the deflection of a test
laser beam~probe! traveling in a medium with a thermally
induced refractive index gradient9,10,11 from its originary
trajectory. For both planar and channel waveguides, the re-
fractive index gradient is due to the thermal gradient pro-
duced when the guided light, which is a prism or an end-
fire-coupled time-modulated pump laser beam, is absorbed
during the propagation. Compared with the previous tech-
niques, PD presents several advantages, including being

nondestructive, contactless, independent on the optical cou-
pling system, and applicable to a wide range of both planar
and channel waveguides with different geometry~buried
channel, raised or embedded strip, rib or ridge guide! and
materials.11,12 In the following, the determination of the
temperature rise and of the PD angle are discussed for a
waveguide system, and some experimental results are
given.

2 Theory

To investigate the optical properties of a waveguide, gen-
erally a pump light beam is coupled at the input edge of the
waveguide~end-fire, prism coupling! and is kept under ob-
servation during the propagation through the allowed
modes. In most cases, the beam intensity is uniformly at-
tenuated along the guide due to different loss processes
~absorption, scattering!, giving rise to an exponential decay
profile. The absorption processes produce a temperature
riseT along the waveguide and in the surrounding medium
~air!, which can be measured to reconstruct the intensity
profile. Note that all the photothermal techniques that en-
able contactless measurement of temperature rise profile
~i.e., radiometry! or the thermal gradient profile~i.e., PD!
use a periodical regime of heating to reduce the experimen-
tal noise. According to this requirement, before coupling in
the guide, the pump beam is intensity modulated by means
of a mechanical chopper working in the range of audio
frequencies~1 Hz to 4 kHz!.
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In the following, we give the solution of the Fourier heat
equation in the harmonic regime and discuss the tempera-
ture rise for different kinds of waveguides~planar and
channel!. In any case, the starting equation is the differen-
tial equation for heat conduction, which is written in the
harmonic regime as

¹2Ti2
jv

Di
Ti52

w

k
, ~1!

whereT, D, and k are the temperature rise, the thermal
diffusivity, and the thermal conductivity for each thermally
distinguished medium;v is the angular frequency of the
periodical heating process,w is the optical power density
transformed into heat~heat power density!, which, by as-
suming the guide to be single mode and the loss processes
to be uniform, can be written as

w5a thI 0~x,z!e2ay y.0, ~2!

where I 0 is the intensity of the guided mode at the input
edge~y50!, a is the total losses coefficient of the mode,
andath is the fraction ofa due to absorption only. In case
of a multimode guide, the expression forw is given by the
superposition of thew’s related to each mode. Particular
care must be paid to the boundary conditions of Eq.~1!,
which imply the continuity of the temperature riseT at
each interfaceS between two different media and the con-
servation of the thermal fluxk~dT/dn! crossingS. The ex-
act solution forT cannot be given in a closed form due
to the complexity of the boundaries~see Fig. 1! and nu-
merical methods~FDM! or a Schwarz-Christoffel transfor-
mation must be used to solve it. Other methods based on
the bad thermal conductivity of the air provide a handy and
accurate approximation that tends to the exact one far from
the input edge~far thermal field!. They basically consist of
neglecting the heat losses from the input edge of the guide
toward the air. This enables one to consider the half-space
y,0 as a vacuum and to apply the image method for the
other half-spacey.0 ~see Fig. 1!. The main result is that
the solution forT is given by a simpler geometrical system
made of air ~z,0! and the substrate-waveguide system
~z.0!, where the edge iny50 is removed; the resulting
structure is heated by both the heat power density given by
Eq. ~2! and its image fory,0. In many cases, the guiding
layer is obtained by doping the substrate to enhance its
refractive index, which is usually about 1mm thick so that

we can assume the substrate-waveguide system, from the
thermal point of view, is a single medium. Therefore, Eq.
~1! together with the boundary conditions can be rewritten
as

H ¹2Tair2 jv/DairTair50 z,0

¹2Tsub2
jvTsub
Dsub

52
a thI 0~x,z! exp ~2auyu!

ksub
z.0

~3!

H kair dTairdz U
z50

5ksub
dTsub
dz U

z50

Tairux505Tsubuz50 ,

where the subscript sub stands for the substrate. The details
of the solution of Eq.~3! are given in Appendix A. The
temperature rise in air far from the edge~far thermal field!
is given for a channel waveguide by

T~x,y,z!5
1

2p2 E E
2`

1` aa thP

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21dy
2!

3exp ~2bairz! exp @ i ~dxx1dyy!# ddx ddy ;

~4!

while for a planar waveguide it is

T~x,y,z!5
1

p E
2`

` aa thP

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21dy
2!a

3exp ~2bairz! exp @ i ~dyy!# ddy . ~5!

The integrals in Eqs.~4! and ~5! are not given in a closed
form, but can be solved with a computer. The main result is
that by performing a scan along the direction of propaga-
tion (y), both Eqs.~4! and~5! show an exponential behav-
ior in y from which the value of the total losses coefficient
a can be determined.

3 PD Technique

Generally, the PD effect consists of the bending of a probe
laser beam due to the thermal gradients along the beam
path~mirage!. This is the basic effect used for the detection
of many photothermal phenomena. The theory shows that
the deflection from the originary trajectory of the probe
beam is in the plane transverse to the beam path and de-
pends on the thermal gradients in the direction orthogonal
to the path only, according with the well-known formula
~geometric optics!

F5
1

n S dndTD¹ tE
path

T~x,y,z! ds, ~6!

wheren and dn/dT represent the refractive index and the
optothermal parameter of the crossed medium,T is the
temperature rise in air, and¹t is the gradient transverse to
the paths. To characterize the propagation losses, the PD
angle must be measured along the guide~y direction!. This

Fig. 1 Configuration.
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requirement sets the probe beam path to be transverse to the
propagation axis and hence to the pump beam. Two differ-
ent choices for the probe beam path are available: the con-
figuration in air orin situ ~see Fig. 2!. In the configuration
in air, the probe skims in the air as close as possible to the
guide. Sometimes, if the waveguide is able to reflect the
probe, a stronger signal can be obtained by bouncing the
probe laser beam near the guide with a small tilt angle and
by measuring the deflection angle of the reflected beam.
The configuration in air is usually applied when a physi-
cally contactless detection system is needed~photorefrac-
tive or probe-absorbing waveguides!. The deflection angle
F has two components of which the one directed along the
z axisFz is larger than the one along the propagation di-
rectionFy . By combining Eq.~6! with Eqs.~4! and~5! and
by using the properties of the Dirac function, we find that
the expressions of the deflection angle in the far field coin-
cide for both planar and channel waveguides and are

5
Fy5

22

n

dn

dT

aa thP

p E
0

` d sin~dy! exp ~2bair z! dd

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21d2!

Fz5
2

n

dn

dT

aa thP

p E
0

` bair cos~dy! exp ~2bair z! dd

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21d2!
.

~7!

In general, the integrals in Eqs.~7! must be solved numeri-
cally, but an exception exists in the case of an optical pen-
etration 1/a larger than the thermal diffusion length of each
medium, defined asl 5(D/p f )1/2. In this case, which is
usually verified also for bad guides~a510 cm21!, Eqs.~7!
can be greatly simplified and become

5
Fy5

21

n

dn

dT

a thP

ksub

al

~11 j !
exp @2ay2~11 j !z/l air#

Fz5
1

n

dn

dT

a thP

ksub
SDsub

Dair
D 1/2 exp @2ay2~11 j !z/l air#,

~8!

in which the air thermal conductivity term has been ne-
glected. Equations~8! are the proof of our expectations.
They show that

1. The lateral component is smaller than the vertical
one, being proportional toal , which is much smaller
than ~Dsub/Dair!

1/2.

2. Both components of the deflection angle have an ex-
ponential behavior withay.

3. Both components of the deflection angle depend
strongly on the heightz of the probe beam from the
surface. In particular, the phase and the logarithm of
the amplitude ofF decrease proportionally to the
height, normalized to the air thermal diffusion length
z/l air .

To determine the total losses, in principle, one must per-
form a scan in they direction at a fixed heightz. By plot-
ting the amplitude in a log scale, a linear slope is found that
directly gives the value ofa. But in practice when the scan
is performed, a setup misalignment always occurs so thatz
cannot be considered constant. If we take into account the
tilt angle u between the surface and the scan line, then the
heightz depends ony as followsz5y tan~u!. If we intro-
duce this value forz into Eqs.~8!, the attenuationa8 cal-
culated with the standard procedure differs from the right
valuea according to the relationship12

a85a1
tan ~u!

~Dair!
1/2 Ap f . ~9!

An elegant way to correct for the misalignment and to ob-
tain the righta is measuring the attenuation for different
values of the chopper frequency. In fact, by plottinga8 as a
function of the frequency square root, a straight line is ob-
tained from which botha and u are calculated. Another
effect of the misalignment is the dependence, absent forz
constant, of the phase signal versusy:

w5w01
tan ~u!

~Dair!
1/2 Ap f y,

dw

dy
5

tan ~u!

~Dair!
1/2 Ap f . ~10!

A comparison of Eqs.~10! and ~9! clarifies that the excess
of attenuation is present in the same way in the phase signal
also. Therefore another way to obtaina is given by analyz-
ing both phase and amplitude and subtracting the quantity
dw/dy from a8. With this method, total losses of the order
of 1 cm21 have been measured. Note that the method does
not provide an acceptable accuracy for very low loss
waveguides, when no relevant attenuation is detected along
the whole guide and the log plot of amplitude has too weak
a slope. In this case, a different method must be used based
on the analysis in the near thermal field~first few microme-
ters from the edge! of the deflection angle in the configu-
ration in situ. In that region, we cannot neglect the heat
losses at the input edge, which are, by the way, responsible
for the basic phenomena of the undeflected beam. The use
of the configurationin situ ~see Fig. 2! for low propagation
losses, guarantees a stronger signal because of the high
value of the solid’s optothermal parameter with respect to
that of the air. The probe beam is now focused into the
waveguide, crossing the whole sample. In this configura-
tion, the deflection angle has a component only along the
channel direction. To provide a quantitative expression for

Fig. 2 Experimental setup: configuration in air and in situ.
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the deflection angle, the theoretical model for the tempera-
ture distribution, which mainly takes into account the input
edge losses, gives

F}exp~2ay!2
al wg1e~11 i !

~11e!al wg
exp S 2

11 i

l wg
yD , ~11!

where

l air/wg5S 2Dair/wg

v D 1/2,
e5

eair
ewg

5F kair~rc!air
kwg~rc!wg

G1/25kair
kwg

SDwg

Dair
D 1/25kairl wg

kwgl air
,

r, andc are the thermal diffusion length, the thermal effu-
sivity ratio, the density, and the heat capacity, respectively.
The deflection angle depends on two exponential terms that
have different decay lengths connected, respectively, with
the thermal diffusion and the optical propagation. The ther-
mal diffusion exponential term has importance only for the
first few micrometers~y!l ch!, being negligible for longer
distances from the input edge~far field!. In the analysis for
a short distance~near field!, the diffusion exponential term
cannot be neglected with respect to the absorption term.
Considering the phase of the two terms, however, it is pos-
sible to find some lengthymin for which the two exponen-
tials have opposite sign so that a minimum in the deflection
signal is obtained corresponding to a maximum in tempera-
ture. Using a computer one can find that if this minimum
exists inside the waveguide, it is independent from the
modulation frequency and depends only on the thermal ef-
fusivity ratio e ~thermal losses! and the propagation loss
coefficienta, giving the empirical relation11

aymin5 ln ~11e!'e from which a5
e

ymin
, ~12!

which is useful only ifal ch@e. Note that the low value of
e ~0.001! is of help both for the existence condition and to
establish the position at some distance from the edge.

Finally, note that in all methods, the absolute value of
the deflection angle is of no importance; only its relative
behavior with respect to the position along the waveguiding
direction needs to be determined.

4 Experimental Results

The channel waveguide used to test the first method by
measuring the exponential decay of the deflection signal
was a glass substrate with six channels each 3mm wide,
obtained by ion exchange. The refractive index of substrate
is 1.55 with an increase in each channel of about 0.005.
Figure 3 shows the logarithm of amplitude ofFy versusy
in micrometers for different frequencies. Note that starting
from a certain distance, the experimental curves have a
linear behavior. The different slopes~a8! are reported in
Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of frequency
square root. As previously discussed, the apparent loss co-
efficienta8 depends linearly on the square root of the fre-
quency~squares in Fig. 4!. The value of the tilt angle that
produces this effect can easily be calculated to be 15 deg,
and when the straight line is extrapolated to zero frequency,
the intercept is the reala, which results in;9 cm21

~610%!. The line with crosses in the figure is the experi-

Fig. 3 Experimental results on the glass waveguide: logarithm of
the amplitude versus the offset from the edge: the chopper frequen-
cies are f516, 36, 121, 225, 400, 900 Hz; the measured loss is a'9
cm21.

Fig. 4 Squares are the attenuation a8, crosses are dF/dy in inverse
centimeters versus the frequency square root, and the continuous
lines are given by the best fit method.

Table 1 Slope, phase derivative, and difference values.

f (Hz) a8 (cm21) dw/dy (cm21) Difference (cm21)

16 21.260.14 11.760.14 9.5

36 24.760.5 15.660.5 9.1

64 35 61 25.461 9.6

121 42.661.4 34.260.6 8.4

225 54.860.9 46.560.7 8.3

400 68 61 60 61 8

900 80 63 72 63 8
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mental df/dy values. It is exactly parallel to thea8 line, as
expected from Eqs.~9! and ~10! and crosses the origin of
the axes.

In columns 3 and 4 of Table 1 the derivative of the
phase and the difference witha8 are reported. As an ex-
ample of a waveguide with low losses, the experimental
results for a Ti:LiNbO3 channel waveguide are reported.
The value of the effusivity ratio at room temperature is
aboute'0.0012. The measurements reported in Fig. 5 are
made at different chopper frequenciesf5625, 1225, and
1600 Hz. Note that the minimum does not change its posi-
tion. The estimate ofymin is about 70mm, which gives rise
to a propagation loss coefficient of abouta50.17 cm21

~610%!. The fit is in good agreement with the value given
by other techniques.

5 Appendix A

The solution of Eq.~3! depends basically on the intensity
profile I 0 of the guided mode; in the following, we deal
with two different kinds of waveguides: channel and planar
waveguides. For a channel waveguide, the typical small
section used for light propagation enables us to assume for
the intensity profile the simple expressionI 0(x,z)
5PD(x)D(z), whereD is the Dirac function andP is the
optical power coupled at the edge. For a planar waveguide,
the light is again well localized inz but is spread in a wide
regiona along thex axis so thatI 0(z)5PD(z)/a. In any
case, the solution of Eq.~3! is given by using the spatial
Fourier transform method. The method enables us to define
an auxiliary transformed domain of the planexy (dx ,dy) in
which we can study the transformed temperature riset,
which is linked toT by the following direct and inverse
formulas:

T~x,y,z!5
1

4p2 E E
2`

1`

t~dx ,dy ,z! exp@ j ~dxx

1dyy!# ddx ddy⇔t~dx ,dy ,z!

5E E
2`

1`

T~x,y,z! exp@2 j ~dxx1dyy!# dx dy.

~13!

In this domain, Eq.~3! becomes

H d2tair
dz2

2bair
2 tair50 z,0

d2tsub
dz2

2bsub
2 tsub

~14!

52EE
2`

1` a thI 0~x,z! exp~2auyu! exp@2 j ~dyy1dxx!#

ksub

3dx dy z.0,

whereb5(dx
21dy

21 jv/D)1/2. The general solution fort is
given by an exponential function inz:

H tair5Abairz z,0

tsub5B2bsubz z.0,
~15!

where the factorsA andB are given by the boundary con-
ditions of continuity of temperature and normal heat flux at
z50 according to the relationships

5 tairuz505tsubuz50⇒A5B

a thE E E I 0~x,z! exp~2auyu2 jdxx2dyy! dx dy dz

~16!

52ksub
dtsub
dz

1kair
dtair
dz

⇒H channelA5
2aa thP

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21dy
2!

planar A5
aa thP22pD~dx!/a

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21dy
2!
.

The temperature rise in air is given by the Fourier antitrans-
formation of Eq.~3!:

T~x,y,z!5
1

4p2 E E
2`

1`

A exp~2bairz!

3exp@ j ~dxx1dyy!# ddx ddy , ~17!

which for a channel waveguide gives rise to the expression

Fig. 5 Experimental results for the Ti:LiNbO3 waveguide: the ampli-
tudes of the deflection angle are for different frequencies as a
function of the distance from the edge. The measured loss is
a'0.25 cm21: squares, 625 Hz; crosses, 1225 Hz; and diamonds,
1600 Hz.
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T~x,y,z!5
1

2p2 E E
2`

1` aa thP

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21dy
2!

3exp~2bair z! exp@ j ~dxx1dyy!# ddx ddy ,

~18!

and for a planar waveguide is

T~x,y,z!5
1

p E
2`

` aa thP

~ksubbsub1kairbair!~a21dy
2!a

3exp~2bair z! exp@ j ~dyy!# ddy . ~19!
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